500                                 PHYSICS OF THE AIR
if E is the solar elevation, as do crystals tilted to only the angle h in this plane when the sun is on the horizon. The points of contact with the halo of 22°, being due to crystals whose principal axes are normal to the incident rays, lie, therefore, at equal altitudes on opposite sides of the halo and in a plane that passes through the sun. Consequently, the angular altitude of these points is less than that of the sun, except when the latter is on the horizon. If, as before, E is the elevation of the sun and E' that of the points of contact in question, then, from the right spherical triangle formed by the radius of the halo and the zenith distances of the sun and point of contact, respectively,
cos (90° ~ Ef) = cos (90° - E) cos 21° 50'.
Figure 197 represents, approximately, the outline of the bright band produced in this manner when the elevation of the sun is 40°; making that of the points of contact 36° 38'; 0 is the position of the observer, S the
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FIG. 197.—Arcs of Lowitz, elevation of sun 40°, crystals vibrating in solar vertical.
center of the halo of 22°, PP parhelia of 22°, TT the points of tangency to this circle of the arcs of Lowitz PT PT. In order that the arc may reach the halo, the tilt of the crystal must at least equal the elevation of the sun, and no portion of the lower branch (part below point of tangency) is given unless the tilt is greater than this elevation. Hence, if the extent of the tilting of snow crystals is less, in the great majority of cases, than 30°, as it probably is, only the upper branch is likely to be produced when the sun is 30° or more above the horizon.
Consider, now, the effect of the vibration of the principal axis in a vertical plane at right angles to the vertical plane through the sun. Let E be the elevation of the sun and i the inclination of the principal axis to the vertical, then the angle h between the incident ray and principal plane is given by the equation
sin h = sin (90° - i) sin E.
Let E = 30°, and i = 20°. Then the angular distance from the sun to a parhelion of 22° is 24° 49', or say 3°'from the halo of 22°. Also h = 28° r, and the corresponding distance of image from halo is about

